Angular orientation errors of the real antenna for Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) will manifest as undesired illumination gradients in SAR images. These gradients can be measured, and the pointing error can be calculated. This can be done for single images, but done more robustly using multi-image methods. Several methods are provided in this report. The pointing error can then be fed back to the navigation Kalman filter to correct for problematic heading (yaw) error drift. This can mitigate the need for uncomfortable and undesired IMU alignment maneuvers such as S-turns.
Foreword
Precision Motion Measurement is the most difficult aspect of SAR system design and performance. There is a continuing quest for the optimum navigation instruments and system to facilitate adequate radar performance at a tolerable cost, size, and weight. There is continuing room for novelty and innovation in this arena to redefine what is optimum. This report addresses one such idea.
Introduction
This report concerns the proposal of aiding an Inertial Navigation Unit (IMU) or an Inertial Navigation System (INS) with information derived from a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) image.
It is very typical for airborne navigation to aid alignment of an IMU with Global Positioning System (GPS) information. For straight and level flight, this works well except in one respect. While 3-dimensional accelerations can be aligned, as well as angular rotation offsets about horizontal axes (e.g. pitch and roll for a level platform), the third angular rotation axis, i.e. about the vertical axis, remains problematic. In straight and level flight, without horizontal decoupled accelerations, the orientation about the vertical axis is not observable in GPS derived measurements. A brief description of why this is true is given by Doerry. 1 This rotational error about the vertical axis is sometimes referred to as 'yaw', and sometimes as 'heading error'. It is crucial to distinguish heading error as an error in the orientation of the IMU, and not as an error in the direction of translation of the platform. These are two separate things that are often confused.
It is important to appreciate that the geolocation capability and focusing of a SAR image (i.e. the pointing the synthetic antenna) depend on the translational motion measurement accuracy, whereas the pointing of the real antenna depends on the rotational orientation motion measurement accuracy. This fact underlies the methods and techniques described later in this report.
To first order, an excessive heading error will cause the antenna to be mis-pointed and the desired scene to be improperly illuminated by the antenna, or perhaps even not at all. The SAR image will exhibit improper reflectivity measurements, likely with a brightness gradient across the image, similar to that exhibited in Figure 1 . This has a deleterious effect on Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) thereby reducing image quality, and target feature detectability. In multi-phase-center antennas, any Direction of Arrival (DOA) measurements may be unacceptably impaired.
The conventional treatment for reducing heading error in a SAR system is for the platform to occasionally experience substantial lateral accelerations via dedicated maneuvers to make the heading error observable, and hence correctable. One such maneuver is the notorious S-turn. Such maneuvers are often an interruption to the platform's mission, and generally undesirable by aircraft operators and crew. Depending on the quality of the IMU and the SAR image requirements, such maneuvers might be necessary every few minutes. Alternatively, additional motion measurement instrumentation may be employed that makes heading errors observable, e.g. a second IMU with a transfer alignment. This is generally expensive thereby nonviable as a solution. Sometimes it is nonviable regardless of cost, due perhaps to space limitations, limited communication channels, or lack of availability of the second IMU.
One mechanism proposed earlier by Doerry 2 was to simply fix the effects of a pointing error in the image. While this works well for small pointing errors, it treats the symptom but does not address the root cause for the image degradation, namely that the IMU exhibits a heading error. Additionally, an optimal fix requires knowledge of the pointing error anyway.
Most published literature is concerned with geolocation accuracy, that is, the pointing of the synthetic antenna instead of the real antenna.
Paschall and Layne
3 discuss an integrated (GPS, INS, and SAR) targeting system that feeds SAR data back into a navigation Kalman Filter to provide improved target location accuracy. Real antenna pointing accuracy is not overtly addressed, and is not relevant to their objective.
Layne and Blasch 4 report on techniques for improving target location estimates. They use multiple SAR images to refine and improve geolocation of targets by integrating "navigation and SAR measurements in a Kalman filter." Again, real antenna pointing accuracy is not overtly addressed, and is not relevant to their objective.
Pachter and Porter 5 discuss aiding an INS using "bearings-only measurements of an unknown ground object in three-dimensional space", specifically an "optical flow measurement". They specifically address completely passive techniques to avoid "jamming, spoofing, or interference." Their technique is not suitable for, nor designed for, SAR aiding the INS.
Moreira
6 presents a method for extracting motion errors using a SAR system. However, his concern is again the translational motion of the SAR system, and does not address extracting angular rotations such as the yaw angle or heading error.
Pozgay
7 presents a method for estimating antenna pointing error using polarization ratio, but has not addressed how this might be applied to radar. This is not obvious.
We also note that radar Doppler navigation has been used effectively to aid navigation. However, these systems measure translational motion and not angular orientation. An early example is presented by Berger. 8 Methods for correcting heading error using SAR images are not readily apparent in the published literature. Preventing the anomalies illustrated in Figure 1 seem to not have been addressed. We do so here.
Executive Summary
A heading error (yaw orientation error) will produce an antenna pointing error for a SAR data collection. This manifests as an apparent illumination gradient in a SAR image, and as brightness discontinuities or seams in a stripmap of SAR image patches. By measuring the gradient, and/or the discontinuity characteristics at stripmap patch seams, and/or the relationship of intensity variations as a function of antenna pointing variations, the pointing error may be calculated, and hence the heading error can be calculated. This can then be fed back to the navigation Kalman filter to improve the navigation solution, especially with respect to angular orientation.
Several methods are described below to do this. Some of them are novel.
Detailed Discussion

Antenna Pattern Model
The development in this report will use a relatively simple parabolic model for the antenna beam pattern. This is justified as follows.
Consider a uniformly illuminated antenna aperture. In the azimuth dimension, the normalized one-way far-field pattern will be a sinc() function, as follows The angular beam center is often called the antenna 'electrical boresight'.
The constant b is chosen such that
We identify
Furthermore, we recognize 
This antenna pattern has a 3 dB beamwidth of one. That is
Consequently, with b defined as above,  is in units of 'beamwidth'. For an arbitrary beamwidth, we need to normalize the argument with the actual beamwidth, that is, we identify
In this case,  has the same units as az  , and az  is arbitrary. That is the ratio   az   has units or fractional beamwidth.
We will be interested in the two-way far-field antenna field pattern. This can be expanded into the series
Note that this expansion shows a strong quadratic component, especially within the 3 dB beamwidth. If we keep just the first two terms, then we can calculate
However, this simplified approximation does not maintain precisely the original 3 dB beamwidth. Consequently, we make the modified approximation
which does maintain the original 3 dB beamwidth, and is nevertheless still accurate to within 0.4 dB inside of the 3 dB beamwidth.
If a small pointing error exists, then the pattern becomes More generally, in two dimensions, the pattern may be described by 
We note that it is quite typical for a SAR system to use a fan beam, where the beam shape is wider in elevation than in azimuth, often by a factor of two or more.
Antenna Pointing Error Effects in the Image
The SAR image is an array of pixels representing the measured radar reflectivity of the scene being imaged. We define the reflectivity of the scene as   y x, scene  = SAR scene reflectivity (linear scaling, root-power magnitude),
where x = azimuth offset distance from the scene center point, and y = slant range offset distance from the scene center point.
In general, scene reflectivity is complex, having magnitude and phase that depend on location.
We shall assume that during the course of the synthetic aperture, the radar antenna dwelled on the image scene center, that is, the radar intended to fix the electrical boresight of the antenna onto the image scene center point.
Image locations offset from the scene center location will exhibit the effects of the antenna beam illumination due to its pattern. The magnitude of the linear-scaled output pixels will be modified by the two-way far-field antenna field pattern. The actual antenna illumination function for the scene is then approximately modeled as Of course, the desired illumination function is one without any angular errors, namely 
Consequently, we identify a model for the raw scene reflectivity measurement as the scene content scaled by the illumination function, including range losses. 
Some observations are in order.
 The raw image exhibits magnitude scaling by both the antenna illumination function, as well as range losses.
 The range losses for a fixed synthetic aperture length are proportional to R 4 in power, which is equivalent to R 2 in linear scaling magnitude.
 Typical SAR systems employ a fan beam where the elevation beamwidth is greater than the azimuth beamwidth, often by a factor of two or more.
 Typical grazing angles for SAR are less than 45 degrees, and often far less.
 GPS aiding during straight and level flight is more able to help determine elevation pointing error than azimuth pointing error.
To radiometrically equalize the SAR image, the apparent illumination variations in the raw image need to be corrected. Conventionally, the image is adjusted to the form 
This is expanded and then simplified to
These foregoing observations conspire to make the azimuth pointing error more readily apparent in a SAR image than the elevation pointing error, and hence more problematic. Consequently, the image model can be expanded and then reasonably simplified to 
For small SAR image range extents relative to range, this can often be reduced even further to 
For small angles measured in radians, this can be further reduced to The ratio is of the brightness measure to the left of the scene over the brightness measure to the right of the seam. Note that the ratio is fairly stable with a mean value of about 0.812, suggesting that the pointing error itself is a relatively stable quantity, at least over the period of several stripmap patches.
Extracting Pointing Error from a Single Image
The idea here is to attempt to extract an estimate of the antenna pointing error from the properties of a single SAR image patch.
We repeat the model for the image from the previous section as 
The task at hand is to estimate   from
We shall presume that we have knowledge of the image geometry, including nominal range 0 c r and the ability to extract the azimuth offset x from pixel locations. Indeed, we needed equivalent information to make the range illumination corrections. These parameters are typically available in the image header information, sometimes called 'meta-data'.
Furthermore, we shall presume that we have knowledge of the nominal azimuth beamwidth, az  .
In short, we will presume that we know everything about the model given above except explicit knowledge of   For convenience, we will refer to a vector from along the x-dimension as a 'row', and a vector from along the y-dimension as a 'column'.
Furthermore, we note that this technique applies essentially to the magnitude of the reflectivity functions, and consequently (30)
Method 1 -Peak Illumination Measure
Here we essentially remove any prior antenna pattern corrections and then find the peak of the residual illumination pattern.
We recall that   y x, image  has had illumination corrections applied, except that the applied azimuth correction ignored the actual pointing error. Consequently, let us consider the SAR image with the azimuth correction removed, namely
This is now an uncorrected image, namely
This now is precisely the form that can be corrected by the technique given in reference 2. Briefly, in this technique, for each individual x-dimension pixel location, the corresponding column of pixels undergoes non-linear filtering to generate a representative pixel magnitude. The reference suggests median filtering, although others are also useful. Consequently, a single row-vector of representative pixel magnitudes is generated that represents an estimate of the azimuth illumination profile. This profile is then smoothed by fitting it to a low-order polynomial. In the referenced technique, the image is corrected by dividing each row by the smoothed estimated azimuth illumination profile.
Specifically, the technique in reference 2 calculates
where the desired filter is one that yields an indication of illumination, implying
where k = a constant value representing typical scene reflectivity.
This implies that
The smoothing operation applied by reference 2 fits a polynomial to   x p which we identify as
The final corrected scene is then estimated to be
where k is estimated as the maximum value of   x p .
A byproduct of this correction is the ability to determine the row location of the peak of the smoothed estimated azimuth illumination profile   x p . We define this peak location as on_peak illuminati x = value of x at the peak of the smoothed profile.
Once we have this value, we can estimate the heading error as 
This technique hinges on the ability of the smoothed vector of filtered columns to adequately estimate the azimuth illumination profile. Some comments are in order.
 The accuracy of the estimate of the azimuth illumination profile does depend on scene content. The best scene content is featureless, with uniform statistics in all parts of the image.
 In the absence of images of featureless scenes, the column filtering attempts to generate representative values for each x position that avoids undue influence of problematic content. A median filter has shown often adequate for this task.
 Fitting the profile to a low-order polynomial further reduces the influence of anomalous column representatives. Essentially, by estimating a few polynomial coefficients from a million or more image pixels is fairly noise tolerant.
 Other things equal, the larger the image, the better the ability to estimate the pointing error. A larger image in range provides a more robust median value. A larger image in azimuth displays a more pronounced illumination profile.
Variations on this basic technique include the following.
 Instead of filtering the uncorrected image, find representative pixel values in the original erroneously corrected image, namely find
We can then find the illumination function by fitting a line to it. That is, calculate
Recall that for small pointing errors and uniform scene content,   Anecdotal evidence suggests that the correction technique of reference 2 is fairly robust for improving the aesthetic quality of a spotlight SAR image, as is illustrated in Figure 5 . However, this technique is less robust for removing the seams in mosaicked patches for stripmap SAR. The stripmap in Figure 2 is comprised of six distinct image patches. From left to right, the foregoing technique allows the calculation of the following pointing errors. This suggests that the accuracy and precision of any pointing error estimate, although perhaps still useful, still leaves something to be desired.
Method 2 -Illumination Gradient Measure
Here we estimate the apparent beam pattern offset directly from the image illumination gradient.
Using some of the nomenclature of the previous section, the image illumination is given by 
If we again assume 
For small offsets, this can be linearized over x to the approximation
This may also often be adequately approximated as
Consequently, once we have identified the linear fit   x q , we can estimate
and using the slope of   x q we can then estimate
With respect to the stripmap in Figure 2 , from left to right, the foregoing technique allows the calculation of the following pointing errors for the respective image patches.
0.689 degrees 1.001 degrees 0.064 degrees 0.234 degrees 0.540 degrees 0.303 degrees These provide a mean value of 0.222 degrees, with a standard deviation of 0.571 degrees.
As with the earlier method, this suggests that the accuracy and precision of any pointing error estimate, although perhaps still useful, also still leaves something to be desired.
Some Comments
Both of the single image techniques depend on the approximation
= a constant value representing typical scene reflectivity. (51) As a result, the goodness of the resulting estimate for   depends heavily on just exactly how true this assumption really is. Accurate estimates for   require a high degree of fidelity for this approximation, requiring scenes with fairly uniform regional reflectivity statistics. Such scenes are normally atypical. An examination of Figure 3 shows that considerable variation often exists within any image patch, and from one image patch to the next, even the slope of the intensity measure varies and even changes sign. Consequently, single image techniques are flawed except for very controlled scene content.
One way to control image content for the purpose of estimating pointing error is to measure the 'non-idealness' of the image for this purpose and cull only those images that meet specific selection criteria. Reasonable selection criteria might include how well   This suggests that patch 4 is better than the others for estimating pointing error. A culling criteria might be to only allow pointing error estimates from images that satisfy
where  = threshold constant, for an arbitrary example 0.07.
However, if generally controlled scene content is available, then single image techniques can be useful. This is especially true if another of our assumptions proves false, namely if the pointing error is not sufficiently stable over time.
Extracting Pointing Error from a Plurality of Images
The general idea here is to use multiple images of a scene, each with a different antenna pointing direction, to estimate the common pointing error.
All of the presumptions of Section 3.3 will still apply. In addition, we will presume that the antenna pointing error is essentially constant during the course of the collection of the multiple images required.
We again repeat the model for the image from the previous sections as 
We now add notation to identify among the plurality of images. Consequently, we now use the model 
Furthermore, the column filtering still yields 
We furthermore also identify the uncorrected brightness model for each image as
The task at hand is as follows. Based on a measurement of   x q n , knowledge of the flight geometry, and some assumptions of   x k n , then we need to estimate   . The difference here from the previous section is that we have the availability of multiple images.
Prior to some detailed techniques, we provide some additional background analysis.
Consider two images, each with the antenna pointed slightly differently. We identify the first image as image 1 n and the second image as image 2 n . Each image is intended to render a slightly different scene, but the scenes do overlap somewhat in azimuth. We identify within the overlapping region a pair corresponding columns, that is,
Consequently, representative values for these columns would also be identical, namely
With some foresight, we are interested in the ratio (64)
For simplicity we identify this ratio as , and note that 
The only unknown in this equation is   . This is the desired outcome. The task now is simply to solve this equation for   . This can be done in any of a variety of ways.
Method 3 -Mean of Single-Image Measures
For completeness, we mention that if we average an increasing number of multiple single-image estimates for the pointing error   , then their mean might be expected to converge to the true error.
For comparison to the following methods, we recall the following statistics with respect to the six image patches of Figure 2 . In any case, a new recent estimate of   can be combined with past estimates of   using conventional Autoregressive Moving-Average (ARMA) processing, to provide some degree of uncertainty filtering.
Method
Method 4 -Overlapping Scene Content
Here we estimate the heading error from two images with overlapping scene content, each with the antenna nominally pointed to different scene center.
For a pointing error to be measured, and ultimately corrected, it must be made obvious by suitably collecting and processing the data. Fundamentally, the real beam (due to antenna pointing) must be steered separately from synthetic beam (due to Doppler processing). Furthermore, the real beam must move between images, but the synthetic beam must remain suitably stationary. Of course a stationary synthetic beam is accomplished by corresponding i z with j z , requiring some degree of image overlap. This is illustrated in Figure 6 . Depending on the amount of overlap, several image columns may be processed independently, to calculate multiple estimates for  z . These multiple estimates may then be combined, perhaps by a calculated mean value, or other averaging techniques (e.g. median, etc.), to yield a single estimate for  z .
This technique is readily extended to more than two images. 
Method 5 -Stripmap Seam Measures
Here we estimate the heading error from a stripmap image of mosaicked image patches. Let us first consider two images abutted to each other. This is illustrated in Figure 7 . We may typically expect that the scene content on either side of the seam to be very similar.
As a practical matter, we may expect
Image 1 Image 2
Common image edge individual estimates of pointing error, which may be averaged in some fashion (e.g. mean, median, etc.). The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 8 . Furthermore, for a stripmap of M images, the images often have similar geometries and identical widths, that is, for each pair
Form
. Furthermore yet, this allows us to calculate directly
For a relatively small set of images, we can expect the pointing error to be relatively stable. This is precisely the observation in Figure 4 . This allows us to average the brightness ratios across the seams directly, and then perform the pointing error calculations only once on the averaged ratio
The stripmap in Figure 2 yields five seams from which we calculate a mean pointing error of 0.194 degrees, with a standard deviation of 0.018 degrees. This indicates a greater degree of confidence in this method over that of averaging single-image techniques.
Method 6 -Line-by-Line Multi-Beam Comparison
Heretofore, we have presumed that the basic data collection mode is one of spotlight SAR, where a single synthetic aperture is associated with a single image, and the antenna is pointed at a single constant scene center for that particular synthetic aperture's image. Even stripmap generation has been presumed to be the result of mosaicked spotlight image patches.
We now briefly discuss an alternate data collection mode where the center of the antenna beam footprint is also scanned at a rate commensurate with the radar platform velocity. Consequently, each radar pulse is aimed at a different point on the ground.
† Some SAR systems prefer this collection mode for generating stripmap images. These are often formed in a manner such that no image patch seams are obvious in the stripmap, even when pointing errors are present. Sometimes this is called "line-by-line" processing, and sometimes "conventional" stripmap processing. A pointing error would manifest typically as a reduction in the radar reflectivity measured in the desired synthetic beam.
However, even with line-by-line processing, any synthetic aperture can be resolved into multiple synthetic antenna beams. This is, after all, precisely what is done with patch processing. As the desired synthetic beam is employed to form a stripmap image, so too can adjacent or offset synthetic beams be employed to form duplicate stripmaps, but either delayed or advanced in time, and from different parts of the real antenna beam. This is illustrated in Figure 9 and Figure 10 . If the real antenna beam has a pointing error, then some offset synthetic beam will generate a stripmap with a greater intensity than the desired synthetic beam. The offset angle of the brightest (highest average intensity) synthetic beam is precisely the antenna pointing error.
With a sufficient number of synthetic beam directions monitored (at least three, but more is better) then a model of the antenna beam pattern can be fit to the relative average intensity measurements, and a peak direction therewith determined. † Sandia SAR systems have traditionally designated this as "Mode 4". The technique of dwelling on a scene center with the antenna beam has traditionally been designated as "Mode 5". 
Method 7 -Sequential Lobing
Here we borrow an idea from the early days of tracking radars, namely sequential lobing for direction finding 9 , except that we adapt it to finding antenna pointing error. Our adaptation is to purposely offset the antenna beam center from the direction of the SAR image center, and do so differently for at least two images of the same scene. This is illustrated in Figure 11 .
for all possible i x locations in the images.
With this method, and these definitions, we can find an estimate of   for any choice of i x using any of the techniques discussed earlier. If we find an estimate of   for every possible i x , then we can merely average them for a single answer.
The procedure is illustrated in Figure 12 .
Form image using pointing offset #1 
Method 8 -Monopulse and Interferometry
Multiple antenna phase centers, or equivalent, can substantially aid the measurement of pointing error.
With respect to the previous section (Method 7 -Sequential Lobing), if both lobes could be generated at the same time, and their data distinguished from each other, then data from the same set of radar pulses could be used to determine the pointing error. This is precisely the function of Monopulse antennas. 10 Equivalent images generated from left and right lobes could be processed as in the previous section.
More generally, a difference between multiple phase centers or amplitude lobes can be generated that provides a null in the direction of the electrical boresight of the combined antenna. This null is fairly sharp, and its direction is desired to be towards the scene center of the processed SAR images. The angular difference between the null direction and the scene center direction is the pointing error of the antenna.
This of course assumes we are dealing with stationary clutter rather than moving vehicles as targets.
Some Comments
The principal problem with single-image techniques has been the presumption that regional reflectivity statistics were essentially constant over the entire image, that is,
. Multiple-image techniques eliminate (or substantially relax) this constraint.
Even in the case of Method 5, we would expect the statistics on either side of a stripmap seam to be much more similar than the statistics on opposite sides of the image patch, as are essentially compared in Methods 1 and 2. In our measurements of Figure 2 this manifests as a substantially reduced standard deviation for the pointing error estimate.
While we expect that the multiple-image techniques will yield a better estimate of pointing error than single-image techniques, these do in fact rely on the pointing error to be essentially stable and constant over the course of collection of the multiple images.
We also note that variations on the techniques described herein are innumerable.
Of the methods described, Method 5 -Stripmap Seam Measures is probably the easiest to retrofit into existing SAR systems as it makes use of a fairly typical and ordinary stripmap imaging mode. It can also be used during the course of normal stripmap imaging. The most effective is expected to be Method 7 -Sequential Lobing, as it provides the largest amount of corresponding scene content for the fewest number of images. This makes Method 7 -Sequential Lobing the preferred technique for accuracy, although it necessitates the implementation of a new dedicated imaging mode. Of course, if a multi-phase-center antenna is employed, then Method 8 -Monopulse and Interferometry becomes the preferred technique. 
Mitigating Heading Error
Heading error is the yaw angle orientation error about a locally vertical axis. Antenna azimuth pointing error is an angular orientation error about an axis that is normal to the line-of-sight direction to the desired boresight and contained in a locally vertical plane. This is illustrated in Figure 14 . We will assume that any refraction or other atmospheric effects are negligible. For small pointing errors, we calculate the heading error as 
Generally, the heading error will be somewhat greater than the pointing error. The factor is the secant of the depression angle.
A typical procedure for aligning a GPS-aided IMU with respect to heading error is to excite lateral accelerations via intentional maneuvers such as S-turns, whenever it is expected that the IMU has sufficient uncertainty in this regard. Depending on the quality of the IMU (actually its rate gyros), the period of problematic uncertainty growth may be from low-digit minutes to many hours.
S-turns are problematic because they are uncomfortable for crew and passengers of manned aircraft, and may interrupt mission activities for any aircraft. Depending on the platform, S-turns or equivalent maneuvers may not even be possible. Therefore, it is desirable to align the heading of an IMU without S-turns or equivalent. This necessitates measuring actual heading error in some other fashion. Measuring antenna pointing error with adequate accuracy and precision does just this.
IMU heading alignment requires feeding back the calculated antenna pointing error (transmogrified to heading error) to the navigation Kalman filter. This can happen on one or both of the following schedules.
1. During the course of normal SAR operation, as opportunity allows.
This might include single-image techniques during spotlight SAR operation (Methods 1 and 2), and stripmap seam measures during stripmap SAR operation (Method 5).
2. At scheduled intervals that depend on the expected error growth rate.
This might include short short stripmap operations with associated stripmap seam measures (Method 5), or dedicated sequential lobing alignment operations (Method 7).
Monopulse and.or interferometric techniques can be used on either schedules. The details of incorporating any of these measures into the navigation Kalman filter are beyond the scope of this report.
A Note about GMTI
The foregoing discussion has centered around SAR. However, any Doppler processing will facilitate the methods described. This includes exo-clutter GMTI.
Note that an intermediate step in GMTI processing is to form a range-Doppler map of the echoes received. Although Doppler is associated in GMTI with target vehicle velocity, the range-Doppler map also generally clearly exhibits a Doppler band of clutter returns. Furthermore, the position in Doppler where the clutter band appears is quite predictable. The degree to which the clutter band is offset from its predicted location is in fact proportional (by a known factor) to the antenna azimuth pointing error. The clutter band is essentially a coarse-azimuth resolution SAR image, and without any antenna azimuth pattern corrections applied.
While single-image techniques for estimating pointing error might be adequately adapted, GMTI modes that ratchet dwell spots typically overlap their beam positions from one dwell to the next. This makes variations of Method 4 -Overlapping Scene Content a particularly viable technique for opportunistic pointing error measurements and calculations.
The bottom line is that not juat SAR modes are useful for pointing error estimation. GMTI modes can be adapted as well.
Conclusions
The following points are worth repeating.
 IMU translational errors affect the synthetic antenna pointing, and hence geolocation errors. IMU angular orientation errors affect the real antenna pointing, and hence the illumination of the desired scene. These are somewhat independent of each other.
 Heading errors are proportional to real antenna pointing errors.
 Antenna pointing errors manifest as illumination gradients in a SAR image.
 Measures of the illumination gradient can be used to estimate antenna pointing error, and hence heading error.
 Individual images can be used to estimate pointing error, but provide very noisy estimates, subject to scene content.
 Using multiple images can overcome the scene content problems of the singleimage techniques, providing considerably less noisy estimates of pointing error. Multiple-image techniques are feasible because pointing errors are expected to be fairly stable over the course of several images.
The novelty disclosed in this report includes principally the following  Two or more SAR images that contain related scene content but have different antenna pointing directions may be used to robustly estimate antenna pointing error, even for single-phase-center SAR systems. 
